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PRESS RELEASE

DENIM PREMIÈRE VISION
SETS DOWN IN LONDON,
WITH A SELECTIVE OFFER UP BY 11%!!
			ON THE PROGRAMME:
			FASHION & ECO-RESPONSIBILITY
On 5 and 6 December, the Old Truman Brewery in London welcomes
the new edition of Denim Première Vision for the spring summer 2020
season.

Now a roving event, the show is alternatingly held in different European
cities, each with a strong fashion influence. Why? To give industry
professionals the chance to get to know new markets, while discovering new
sources of inspiration.
Taking place in the very heart of London, in Shoreditch, a lively,
avant-garde centre for culture and fashion, the show is marking a new stage
in its strategic renewal.
Exploring the different facets of contemporary denim, and addressed
to all creative fashion brands developing denim collections – fashion
and luxury brands, pure jeanswear players and web players - Denim
Première Vision proposes exclusive initiatives around a select offer from
89 leading exhibitors representing the global creative denim industry.
An expanded offer this season, with an 11% increase in exhibitors (who
numbered 80 in November 2017).
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS EDITION
THE OFFER

89 exhibitors selected from among the world’s most
high-quality, creative and innovative companies in the
denim industry, some marking their return:
ADVANCE DENIM, ALBIATE 1830, ARTISTIC DENIM MILLS,
ARTISTIC FABRICS & GARMENT INDUSTRIES, ARTISTIC
MILLINERS, ARVIND, BERTO, BOSSA DENIM, CALIK DENIM,
ORTA, KILIM, KURABO, KUROKI, EVLOX, PANAMA TRIMMINGS…
FASHION

A complete offer to launch Spring-Summer 20
• A 1st day dedicated to fashion directions with
3 SEMINARS: A first dedicated to spring-summer 20
inspiration and coming trends, a second sharing the
season’s silhouettes and cuts, and a third to discover
streetwear directions and updating for autumn-winter
2019-20.
• Theoretical and practical workshops to learn
everything about designing and manufacturing
denim items.
• A new and exclusive collaboration with the
English design duo behind Marques’ Almeida,
who present an exclusive masterclass on Wednesday
afternoon.
• An inspiring, forward-looking Denim Trends Area.

ECO-RESPONSIBLE DENIM AND SMART CREATION

•

•

•

A 2nd day dedicated to sustainable creation with 7
SMART TALKS: conferences and speeches by experts
on eco-responsible innovations and sustainability
issues in the denim industry’s value chain.
A Smart Library to discover exhibitors’ responsible
innovations, selected by Première Vision’s Smart
Creation team; a Smart Wardrobe to draw inspiration
from finished products made with eco-friendly
materials and production methods; and dedicated
information areas.
A selection of seasonal and fashion products in the
spring summer 20 forum.

UNIFYING, ENJOYABLE EXPERIENCES

•

An evening party bringing together all the industry
players on the first night of the show.
• The Denim PV District: Shoreditch joins in the
denim beat For one week, from 2 to 9 December,
some 20 neighbourhood brands and shops will
treat you to exclusive discounts upon presentation
of the show badge. And don’t miss: an evening of
late-night shopping the 6th December, to enjoy this
unique experience at night.
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A SPECIALIST, STRENGTHENED OFFER
AT THE HEART OF THE SHOW
The show is laid out by activity sector, to put products
and exhibitors’ developments back at the heart
of the event. Denim Première Vision presents an
updated and strengthened international offer from
89 companies, an increase of 11% versus the 80
exhibitors at the November 2017 show.
Leading exhibitors, some of whom are returning after
a few seasons away, including 14 new companies,
from 18 countries, selected from among the top
specialists in Europe -– Italy, Germany, Spain, France,
Portugal and the U.K.; Turkey and Asia - Japan, Hong
Kong, China, South Korea, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh;
Brazil and the U.S.A., in addition to Morocco, Tunisia and
Mauritius:
Weavers (45), garment manufacturers / laundries
/ finishers (22), manufacturers of components and
accessories (14), technology developers (5), promotional
and service organisations (3).
Among the exhibiting companies:

ADVANCE DENIM, ALBIATE 1830, ARTISTIC DENIM MILLS,

THE SMQ CORMER & THE SMQ TRAIL

Young designers, niche brands and pure players on the
web all currently integrate denim into their collections,
whether for capsule collections or just a few pieces for
their ready-to-wear line.
To respond to the recent emergence of these new
players in the fashion and denim markets, one year
ago the show launched the SMQ CORNER (SMQ
= Small Minimum Quantity). This space focused
on small quantities is found at the show again
this edition, presenting a selection of garment
manufacturers and laundries able to combine speed,
flexibility, technical knowledge, proximity and services
with the ability to produce flexible volumes.
NEW: This year, along with the SMQ CORNER, there is
also a specific itinerary, the SMQ TRAIL, found in the
show catalog and the e-catalog on the Denim Première
Vision website.

ARTISTIC FABRICS & GARMENT INDUSTRIES, ARTISTIC

MILLINERS, ARVIND, BAYKANLAR, BERTO, BOSSA DENIM, CALIK
DENIM, CHOTTANI, EVLOX, KASSIM DENIM, KILIM DENIM,

KURABO, KUROKI, M&J GROUP, NAVEENA DENIM, NIHON

A SPACE DEDICATED
TO THE PREMIÈRE VISION MARKETPLACE

TRIMMINGS, RAYMOND UCO DENIM, ... and many others!

A real revolution in terms of the fashion industry
overall, the Première Vision Marketplace, an
unprecedented B-to-B e-commerce platform for
the sector, was launched and went online during
Première Vision Paris last September.

MENPU TEXTILE, ORTA ANADOLU, PROSPERITY TEXTILE, PANAMA

Now open to weavers at the Première Vision shows,
it will welcome leather suppliers in February 2019
and accessories manufacturers in September 2019,
but even more importantly, it will welcome Denim
Première Vision exhibitors in June 2019.
At the show, the Marketplace team will be on-hand to
provide information to exhibitors, visitors, and the press,
at a special meeting area.
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INSPIRATION AND DECODING
IN THE DENIM TRENDS AREA
AND THE FASHION SEMINARS
An event bringing together denim lovers to discover
the new season, Denim Première Vision will kick off
Spring Summer 20.
Forward-looking inspiration and fashion directions,
decodings and analyses of tangible and complementary
trends, creative collaborations ranging from the inspiring
to the concrete, from creation to realisation... The show’s
fashion information, developed by its dedicated
team, explores the season and showcases denim’s full
breadth and modernity to meet the challenges of all
fashion markets.
A Spring Summer 20 season revolving around
4 themes:

DISCOVER

Fashion is an attitude. It’s about moving forward in new
directions, towards new cultures and lifestyles.

CARE & SHARE

Fashion helps share ideas, doubts, convictions. It helps
take care of humanity and the environment, or presents
solutions, while keeping an open mind.

PERFORMANCE PERSPECTIVE

Fashion is a performance at the service of greater comfort,
greater flexibility, greater sustainability and humanity.

PERSONALISATION

Fashion is communication. Fashion is you, a means of
expression and identity, a means of connection.

MARQUES’ ALMEIDA,
DENIM PREMIÈRE VISION AMBASSADORS
The designers behind the British label Marques’
Almeida, the winning duo of the 2015 LVMH Prize,
are the show’s special ambassadors this December.
The Marques‘ Almeida designers like fabrics, and denim
in particular, in all its forms. From head to toe, raw or
deconstructed, pleated, frayed, in wide-legged pants,
shirts, dresses, worked in volume and more.
Both designers will be featured at an exclusive event on
Wednesday 5 December, to share their fashion vision
and their emblematic work with denim.
The duo is also designing the hostess and host outfits
for the show, using iconic pieces from their collections.
The designers behind Marques’ Almeida will be available
to meet the press the afternoon of 5 December.
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A 1st DAY DEDICATED TO FASHION INSPIRATION
Wednesday 5 December the show will devote an entire day to fashion trends with an exclusive program (room C) :
• 11.30 am: S/S20 DENIM FASHION TRENDS
An inspirational seminar presented by the show’s
fashion team to gain insight into Spring Summer
2020: A focus on the season’s fabrics, accessories,
finishes and influences illustrated by exhibitors’ latest
products.
• 2 pm: S/S20 FITWAY : FITS & OUTFITS INSPIRATIONS
Echoing the season’s 4 directions, Lucia Rosin, from
the Italian design studio Meida, proposes a fashion
seminar dedicated to the season’s silhouettes and
highlights. A way to address denim trends with a focus
on lifestyle, cuts and shapes.
• 3.30 pm: AW1920 STREETWEAR INFLUENCES
A seminar presented by influencer Sue Barrett, to
decode the main streetwear directions for autumn
winter 2019-20. Sue Barrett is an expert trend
forecaster for the denim and casualwear industry.
Her creativity and know-how have already been called
upon by some of the biggest fashion brands.

• 5 pm: MEET MARTA MARQUES & PAOLO ALMEIDA
An unprecedented masterclass offered by the
design duo behind Marques’ Almeida, who are
this edition’s ambassadors. They will be on hand to
discuss and share their vision of working with denim.
• 4 theoretical and practical workshops, from initial
idea to realisation of denim items, created and
moderated by Professor Mohsin Sajid, in a special
design studio set up and outfitted for the occasion:
- Wednesday 5th at 10:30 am: back pockets
- Wednesday 5th at 3:30 pm: front scoops
- Thursday 6th at 10:30 am: zips
- Thursday 6th at 2:30 pm: back pockets
NB : Selvedge denims are supplied by Kurabo (Stand E3),
buttons and rivets by YKK (Stand B1)

A FORWARD-LOOKING DENIM TRENDS AREA
An inspiring display focuses on a lively and readable
presentation of the offer. Denim Première Vision entrusted
the staging of its fashion space, the Denim Trends
Area, to the Craft collective.
A forum designed to accompany brands and designers as
they build their denim collections and to facilitate their
show visit by presenting the major directions and main
inspirations for spring summer 20.
Inspirational and forwward-looking, the Denim Trends
Area is developed by the fashion team around the season’s
4 main themes
DISCOVER,
CARE & SHARE,
PERFORMANCE PERSPECTIVE,
PERSONALISATION.
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SMART CREATION:
SPECIAL AREAS AND A SECOND DAY DEDICATED
TO RESPONSIBLE DENIM
Responsibility, integrated into the dynamics of style,
performance, innovation and creation, has become a
true competitive advantage for fashion industries. It also
represents a crucial challenge for the denim sector, one of
the most advanced industries in this area.

A SECOND DAY DEDICATED TO SUSTAINABLE DENIM

Through its Smart Creation platform, Première Vision
proposes a range of studies and actions to identify
and communicate its exhibitors’ initiatives in terms of
responsible production and creation.

Beyond the specific information zones put in place,
the show is organizing 8 SMART TALKS: a cycle of
conferences and discussions by experts on the subject
of eco-responsible innovations and sustainability issues in
the industry’s value chain.

Denim Première Vision has adapted its Smart Creation
program to the denim industry and offers dedicated
spaces and programming.

The spokesperson of sustainability in the denim
sector, Première Vision chose to dedicate a special day
to this topic on Thursday 6 December.

THE SMART CREATION SPOTS

This edition highlights the eco-responsible and ethical
production, creation and innovation in the denim industry
through various information or exhibition areas, to be
explored throughout the show visit:
•

A Smart Library to discover the latest and
innovations in responsible denims through
exhibitors’ products and innovations - materials and
finishings.

• A Smart Wardrobe exhibiting the creativity of
sustainable denim, with selected finished products
made via responsible sourcing and production.
•

A selection of eco-friendly products for Spring
Summer 20 season, to discover in the fashion forum.
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A SECOND DAY DEDICATED
TO SUSTAINABLE DENIM
The spokesman of sustainability in the denim sector, Denim Première Vision decided to dedicate a special day to
this topic on Thursday 6 December.
Beyond the specific information zones put in place, the show is organizing 7 SMART TALKS to better understand
the circular economy in the denim industry: a cycle of conferences and discussions by experts - fibre producers,
industrialists, fashion brands - on eco-responsible innovation and sustainability in the industry’s value chain.

•

•

•

•

10 AM: BRANDS’ NEW BUSINESS MODELS, THROUGH
THE LENS OF A CIRCULAR ECONOMY
Discover the circular economy destined to revolutionize denim,
and the show’s commitment to creating disruptive synergies, as
presented by Fabio Adami Dalla Val, Show Manager of Denim
Première Vision. Explore ‘Blue of a Kind’, handcrafted in Italy
from vintage jeans and surplus fabric. MUD Jeans, designed and
produced for reuse, recycling and up-cycling. And HNST, a brand
new Belgian brand, which launched its first denim collection last
March using recycled denim fibres from their ‘time to harvest’
campaign, which collected 6,000 pairs of pre-worn jeans from
the Antwerp region.
Dion Vijgeboom, Co-Owner and Eva Engelen, Responsible for RSE
/ MUD JEANS
Fabrizio Consoli, CEO and Founder / BLUE OF A KIND
Fabio Adami Dalla Val, Show Manager / DENIM PV
Tom Duhoux, Founder / HNST
11 AM : ARVIND AND DIRECTA PLUS PRESENT GRAPHENE PLUS
Arvind and Directa Plus present the first results of their exclusive
collaboration. Discover the G+ graphene-based products from
Directa Plus and gain a full understanding of their properties
and denim-fabric applications.
Stefano Aldighieri, Creative Director / ARVIND
Razvan Popescu, Chief Operating Officer and Board Member /
DIRECTA PLUS
11:30 AM : WHAT DID IT TAKE TO MAKE THE FIRST STRETCH
JEANS DESIGNED FOR CIRCULARITY?
C&A is the world’s first retailer to offer jeans for men or women
that are entirely Cradle to Cradle Certified™. Hear C&A and Asahi
Kasei explain how this was made possible and how it can be
scaled.
Jens Hesse, Design Manager for Men’s Denim / C&A
Stephan Huette, Production and Quality Assurance Manager /
ROICA™ by Asahi Kasei
12:30 PM : SOLLUCELLAIR, CRAFTING FASHION
WITH SMART PERFORMANCE
Today’s market strongly demands Innovation and sustainability.
SolucellAir is a patented technology adopting innovative
materials, advanced spinning techniques and fabric processing
methods to break the past limits of conventional cotton products
remaining natural. Advance Denim, through Solucell injected
performance, created a wide range of responsible denim fabrics
to easily meet the needs of modern fashion designers and to
exceed their quality expectations. At the show, discover how

the famous Chinese denim master Chen Wen combined art,
fashion and innovation blending eastern and western cultures,
performance and tradition in a unique mix of indigo creations.
Enrico Forin, Manager of the European Office / ADVANCE Denim
Lorenzo Rescali, VP / BYR International
Chen Wen, Brand Design Director / CHEN WE
•

2:PM : FRANÇOIS SOUCHET LEADS MAKE FASHION
CIRCULAR, AN INITIATIVE BY THE ELLEN MACARTHUR
FOUNDATION
For fashion to thrive in the future, a circular economy is
indispensable. Francois Souchet leads Make Fashion Circular and
will share insights from the Ellen MacArthur Foundation report,
“A new textiles economy: Redesigning Fashion’s Future”. Make
Fashion Circular drives collaboration between industry leaders
and other key stakeholders to create a textiles economy fit for
the 21st century. Its ambition is to ensure clothes are made from
safe and renewable materials, new business models increase
their use, and old clothes are turned into new.
François Souchet, Project Manager / ELLEN MACARTHUR
FOUNDATION

•

2:30 PM : SOLUTIONS FOR CIRCULARITY:
THERE IS A WILL, AND NOW THERE IS A WAY
(More information on our website)
Tricia Carey, Director of Global Business Development / LENZING
Dr. Sedef Uncu Aki Orta, Director / ORTA

•

3:30 PM : CONNECTING DESIGN, SOCIETY
AND THE ENVIRONMENT
A conversation with Barbara Guarducci, designer and creative
director of San Patrignano Textile department and Bethany
Williams, Founder of Bethany Williams. Guarducci and Williams
will explore a human centred approach to circular design and
new business models.
Bethany Williams, Founder and Creative Director / BETHANY
WILLIAMS
Barbara Guarducci, Designer and Director of the Textile Design
Department / SAN PATRIGNANO
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AN EXPERIENTIAL EVENT
IN STEP WITH LONDON
Taking advantage of London’s dynamic energy and the cultural vitality of the Shoreditch district,
Denim Première Vision is organising two events to bring together industry professionals
and celebrate jeans fabrics.
THE DENIM PV PARTY – WEDNESDAY 5 DECEMBER

In the heart of trendy Shoreditch, the show’s exclusive
evening event: the Denim PV Party !
Entry by invitation or presentation of the show badge.
SHOREDITCH SWINGS TO A DENIM RHYTHM
NEXT 2 - 9 DECEMBER

To celebrate this first roving edition of Denim
Première Vision in the heart of the British capital,
the show is inviting visitors and exhibitors to enjoy
exclusive discounts at 20 shops and concept stores in
the Shoreditch district from December 2 to 9, upon
presentation the show badge. Find a list of partners soon
on the show website.

THE DENIM PV CITY GUIDE

Enjoy the coolest and trendiest places in London thanks to
the Denim PV City Guide.
Get it online - on the website:
•
•
•
•
•

Les 5 best places to get a quick bite.
The 5 best bars, pubs & restaurants.
The 5 best art and culture spots.
The 5 best self-care places.
The 5 best “hipster forever” spots

The highlight of this exceptional Denim Week?
A late-night shopping experience on 6 December,
to enjoy this unique event at night.

DENIM PREMIÈRE VISION
THE OLD TRUMAN BREWERY
91, BRICK LANE, LONDON

9.30am / 6.30pm

EVERYTHING YOU NEED
TO ORGANISE YOUR TRIP IS RIGHT:

HERE
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CONTACTS
PREMIÈRE VISION
Press Manager
Igor Robinet-Slansky
T. +33(0)1 70 38 70 30
M. +33(0)6 42 06 31 02
i.robinet@premierevision.com
Communications Director
Claudie Le Souder
c.lesouder@premierevision.com

2e BUREAU

+33(0)1 42 33 93 18
Marie-Laure Girardon
+33(0)6 82 40 73 27
m.girardon@2e-bureau.com
Sylvie Grumbach
sylvie@2e-bureau.com

MONET + ASSOCIÉS
+33(0)4 78 37 34 64

Véronique Bourgeois
+33 (0)6 64 22 55 56
vb@monet-rp.com
Julie Adam
+33 (0)7 86 82 60 61
julie@monet-rp.com
Mélanie Da Rui
+33 (0)6 58 98 85 75
mr@monet-rp.com

www.denimpremierevision.com

